AGENDA
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION COUNCIL
Kerckhoff Hall 417
April 29, 2014
7:00 PM

PRESENT: John Joanino, Avi Oved, Maryssa Hall, Omar Arce, Sam Haws, Darren Ramalho, Lauren Rogers, Armen Hadjimanoukian, Savannah Badalich, Jessica Kim, Jessica Trumble, Lizzy Naameh, Sunny Singh, Cynthia Jasso, Patty Zimmerman, Laureen Lazarovici, Dr. Berky Nelson, Dr. Debra Geller, Danielle Dimacali

ABSENT:

GUESTS:

I. Call to Order
-Joanino calls the meeting to order at 7:01 PM
-Joanino passes around the attendance sheet.

II. A. Approval of the Agenda
-Joanino moved to add election board and suspend bylaws to allow it to be moved as an action item and add presentation for election board for election calendar.
-Kim strikes office of president presentation, strike SWC fund, strike CA Mini Fund
-Trumble moves to add special presentation polling on hill with the board chair.
-Singh moves to strike genrep 2 office report.
-Ramalho moves to strike ASRF.
-Hall calls the agenda approval to question. Sam second.
11-0-0 the agenda is approved.

B. Approval of the Minutes from April 29, 2014
-Trumble moves to approve. Ramalho seconds.
11-0-0 the minutes are approved.

III. Public Comments

IV. Special Presentations

A. Election Board Calendar
-Padilla and his external executive come.
-Oved asks why until Friday and Monday?
-Padilla stated it might be tradition but it changes and wants to limit the changes of voting so extending while keeping th stat the same.
-Ramalho states its an emotional process and its agonizing to extend to another day.
-Padilla states he understands its draining but candidates will represent us, it took Friday to keep voters and candidates in mind.
-Hall likes the idea of taking the pressure low on Monday, break of signboarding and voting and voter education.
-Oved doesn’t agree with the date change. Did you surve the candidates, Jewish students, and Shabbat on Friday that night?
-Rogers states the 72 ruling for judicial board then have an extra day from 5pm Monday-5pm Thursday,
--Rogers said that the jboard rule was 72 hours and three full days and remember Monday was to educate bruis from 9-5 correct? So after they spend the day of educating and then cut that night t would be 72 hours on Thursday so we don’t have to cut it. I remember taking midterms on Friday as my schedule came up as a candidate and that’s what happened to me and its time to educate on the own day to show 72 hours.
-Jasso has a consideration of previous allegations of block voting, did you take that in to account? Monday is used as a block voting day and what are your thoughts
- said he didn’t take that into consideration so whatever happened in the past I cant target any student group and ic ant remove this because youre breaking the rules and its in the past. I have to set my calendar for this year and I can't speak to block anyone before it happens.
-Trumble states that its been scheduled to start at 9am on Tuesday for so long its to keep it that way and it matters how much votes you get. Outreach has already been ongoing and changing time risks changing the outcome of the election.
-Oved states that in old business are we making amendments to the calendar or do we wait for old business?
-Jasso asks if hes planning to be here and come back and speak to council when that delivery is happening just in case theres any remaining questions and thought of. Will he be back on Old Business when they vote, and later tonight?
-Oved suggests moving Old Business
-Oved moves to amend agenda old business as an action item right after special presentations.
-Rogers seconds
11-0-0 the amendment has been added to the agenda after Old Business
-Hall asks if theres no way to make election results earlier? But we should recognize religious observances as well.
-Padilla states its scheduled to happen at Meyerhoff Park and he does respect religious services, but he also wants to remind you election results aren’t mandatory and to find out later than I wont make a compromise.
-Joanino states hed like to challenge that because there are jewish students running and with that mentality that these candidates shouldn’t have to go through their own results.
-Oved is extremely offended that there is a religious accommodation that needs to be made in the elections process and he doesn’t find it comforting that you choose to disregard that as a problem
-Padilla states hes not disregarding and this is something he cannot recede because hes not a practicing jewish person. From what he understands you want the election results to be announced earlier?
-Oved states preferably move the elections to Monday but that’s something we can discuss in Old Business
-Trumble asks if it’s possible to have election results earlier
-Padilla states that if we cut Friday at 9 AM we can.
-Hall states that if we were to do it at 5pm that’s well before more most sunsets so if we were to do it at 5pm that would be plenty of time and most classes don’t go that late. Hall is just saying that thers a compromise it would be in 72 hours but also observance in Jewish needs and holidays.
-Jasso acts if it’s an amendment
-Haws states that if we are talking about classe no one is going to be logged on to vote before 9 am on Friday. And he doesn’t understand why we keep it and why it cant be Monday-Thursday and its always been the results where everyone has 4 full school days.
-Hall states what if we did to noon from 3-5 to 8 pm if we move it back 5 hours and had it noon and it would be until 5 pm for elections board to have the time and election results at 5 then everyone would be able to here the weekend.
-Hadjimanoukian states that Friday is the least populated and Monday is the most populated and if we’re talking about engaging, Monday tehres more traffic. The first time we’re trying to go shorter but then now we’re trying to do 5 days and you said voter turnout doesn’t change but now we’re adding a lot more.
-Kim states her thoughts election results not at night, that’s just not cool. When you imagine being in Meyerhoff andpeople coming back from close it takes away the excitement of elections. She thinks its important to have it t night at 11pm because it gives those candidates last couple of hours and be with their friends when oting doesn’t matter for a day where after 3pm its done and they can really recooperate later that night and have emotionally prepared themselves and if you end voting at 12pm its still daylight and youre out there when election results out, she doesn’t think its really professional.
-Lazarvici is trying to think about what time Shabbat stars
-Oved states 5pm
-Lazarvici should what would prevent an observant jewish student because its not work? Theres not a prohibited, the restrictions on Shabbat to not do work between Friday night and Saturday night unless somebody wants to use their electronic devie what would prevent a Jewishly observing student from attending the election results.
-Oved states that there are prayers and around 7-730 you break Shabbat you do the prayers and breaking the bread and follow it by dinner.
-Lazaorivici agrees
-Oved states that these are what they observe by and its in the compromising position. If this was any holiday hed feel uncomfortable compromising their traiditons when its supposed to be Monday-Thursday. He still doesn’t get a reasoning why it was still pushed to Friday.
-Hall states that a contested candidate she would have preferred it to be a lot sooner because quite frankly it sucks to have to wait for so long and tend rag it at at the night, she didn’t have the energy or time and take a nap and recuperate because then I had to go back to election results. She would much rather have it during the
day and if we are talking about midday and people coming out of classes and it will be transparent and 11pm is way less accessible than those people in this process. Many of them are transfer students and are especially invested and doing it super late at night is not accessinle and he would just like to comment on avi’s point =Padilla states that your arguing tradition and he just wants to remind you that traditions change. We can still have 72 hours and push it back to noon and plan to have election results by 8 pm with an 8 hour gap form the time it ends and the time results so if we cut off that noon and get it at 5 will that be sundown.

-Joanino asks if theres a specific time slot you need
-Padilla states about 2 hours for cushion time
-Jasso asks what do you think the relationship to council is in terms of those who people and trying to grapple with the idea and do you consider youtself the expert so what do you think the relationship should be like.
-Padilla stated it had to be a fair and impartial so his job is supposed to be an independt party that doesn't serve a particular interest its so all student groups have the same opportunities. Council empowers me to make decisions and has to make sure his students are informed.
-Oved states that the transfer initiative was put on the pilot and people who mobilies behing that wouldn’t be at night time so it wouldn’t be blocking them form the elections process so it wouldn’t be election results announced at night. Oved repeats this that's why its pushed from Monday to Friday and having elections in general and thirdly hes sorry to say that he doesn’t consider the elections board this year objective and happen currently earned the merit of being objective. We want to be respectful to Padillas and move forward with this special presentation.
-Hall states clarifying point that transfer studets are more accessibleversus blocking them at 11pm and have the and the transfer referendum made a big event and make it for anyone and everyone come instead of those people awake.
-Joanino asks for him to move on for him presenting to ballots so we have that conversation.

-Padilla stated that boting stations on the hill, in ackerman, and indoors places that are accessible to anyone with a university ID and will be a safe space without any campaigning and no one is supposed to campaign within the hill. If you don’t wanna go all the way up to campus and go up to Deneve and Sprul and Hedrick they’ll enforce it. Its gonna be one place per day. We also have 3 computer stations on A-level Ackerman for students to vote and those will also be accessible they’ll have election board members stay there
-Singh states that he supporst voting stations
-Hadjimaonukisn staes asks if theyre computerized
-Padilla states yes
-Zimmerman states that they put 3 computer terminals by the ATM machines and put a sign and itll hooked so it shows my.ucla but they never have anyone manning it but im sorry peoples it or overseeing that section buts in a public space and theyd never have any issues and never see is it a concern if people would be flyering
-Hall asks what times wil they be there
-Padilla states that he's hoping it would increase visibility to have it at each community and instead of saying hey I can vote but everytime the voting stations are up theirs gonna be someone from ORL and an Eboard member.
-Joanino asks for any questions specifically about the voting.

-Joanino states back to old business for election boards
-Trumble asks if it's possible for it to move it all because she doesn't want the discussion if it's not feasible.
-Padilla states that we can edit it but as of now it's set from voting Tuesday-Friday.
-Padilla stated that what's on his power is editing like candidate slips and supplemental.
-Jasso has a question about the course and is trying to make it less tense, have you started advertising for Tuesday have you submitted daily Buin ad and have it change is there additional cost and if so that what's the idea and the second thing is for council and she's definitely thinking about conflict of interests are we then going to have a conflict of interest as your situation Singh for are you gonna vote for your own election candidate.
-Padilla states that he made designs for a banner but that costs Monday and in the process of voting that designed it Tuesday-Friday so that would be a cost issue.
-Oved moved to approve election board. Trumble seconds
-Oved moved to amend the election board calendar to have voting begin at 9am on Monday and end Thursday at 6pm. Ramalho seconds.
-Singh has a point of order
-Oved asks if that's in the power and the election board chair person is who decides the hours and its your job to approve it not set it.
-Hall was going to object from that ground.
-Zimmerman stated that ECode Section 5 A1 that Eboard chair.
-Padilla states that he'd have to amend hours and you'd reapprove it.
-Zimmerman pulled up the ecode, can we place a resolution on the table and make it as an action item.
-Hall states that the board is a separate entity.
-5A2 says the hours of voting should be decided by election board per the approval of USAC and you are welcome to provide input but at the end of the day it would be submitted for approval and if not we submit a new calendar.
-Joanino asks if there are any changes to any for any he'd like to attend to.
-Padilla states that he'd been willing to respect Shabbat and Friday voting to 12pm of voting.
-Nelson states that you counted it for 72 hours.
-She states yes.
-Joanino asks election results by 5pm.
-Padilla stated that election results cannot be published until all campaign materials have to be taken done and they don't get results fully and we need everything taking down so that's she's hesitant to make it less than 5.
-Haws states that wants to make a point and he sees one outcome where you have conflict with religious and we don't have voting and leafleting go and he sees an
outcome four of the most trafficked leafleting and voting and he doesn’t understand why we’re dancing around on Monday like its on fire and why
-Padilla asks what makes the most traffic day
-Oved is asking a reason without responding to a question why did you move it away from Monday
- Padilla states that we told everyone would start on Tuesday we aren’t going to spring it on people that it starts that’s like your professor saying no you have 72 hours.
-Gabby states that the reason we don’t want to consider Monday its because it was approved by USAC and everything has been planning on Tuesday and its unfair to candidates to spring and saying 24 houtsearlier and please put it. This is a very serious election so we want to give them as much time to prepare and we obviously have to abide by jboard and try to make it so it doesn’t inconvenience candidates into their campaigns so that’s why we want to add it to the ened because that’s been planned for
-Trumble states that we have incurred costs that we don’t lose or set back youre in a slower position to get a cash advanced and with this single transferable and with the critical voting it doesn’t make you but how fast you get to certain number about awareness. Trumblur states shes not psyched because of the concerns of block voting but we’ve ever had an election board ruling about block voting.
-Singh states that its not quickly how you hit the treshold but if threshold is set to 2500 its how much were after all votes were cast. Hpw quickly the botes come in have no baring.
-Jasso states since you already set yur guidelines and are we having a new conversation
-Gabby states that the reason there trying to respect religious
-Padilla states that its about how quickly we tabulate and gather results to ensure that these numbers are legitimate and it cant be published until everythings taken down and that’s what planned.
-Goiano states in order for us to vote in the calendar can you give us one.
- Padilla states election results at 4pm
-Gabby states that is the caveat that all things are down as fast as possible and do be aware as soon as possible so pressure your friends to get sign boards.
-Kim states that if we disapprove the calendar what would be the next step.
-Gabby states that if we don’t get approved today then we would have to come back next meeting and hopefully we get it approved in someway or another and step outside and work out of it.
-Oved states hes going to vote to disapprove the agenda. Can we move it to Monday that would be great
-Dr. Nelson asks what they would do it if they moved the voting time from 9-8am and the issue has to do on how long the votes will be tabulated. Hes wondering that if you move voting to a prebious hour you might be able to accomplish it in a timely fashion.
-Gabby states that voting is continuous and votings already up so we wouldnt have moot hours.
-Trumble states we can end on Friday at 11
-Jasso states how do you feel on voting or not voting as a candidate on the election calendar
-Singh states that either way hed be abstaining
-Ramalho moves to approve calendar. Hall seconds
-4-6-1 the calendar is not passed.
-Joanino states that they have the endorsement hearings and they have to be back there in 8 minutes and have the meet and greet start around 10:30 so if youre going to stick around until 10:30.
-Hall states the awkward elephant it states that council is strong arming election board and this isr ealy awkward that they already put time and effort and have elections and we're prolonging this conversation and we're out of time voting starts next Friday we already talked about the financial cost and starting on Monday and came back as a compromise why aren't we going forward in council
-Padilla asks if therers anything happening for Jewish students during 7th week.
-Padilla states elections week from 5-7
-Oved states why are you willing to move elections and move the thought and want it to be awkward that there is no sufficient reason to why they moved the calendar and choose to move elections an entire week after rather than making a concession of restoring the tradition
-Gabby states it was always Tuesday and see beyond this is how it was last year and it's a huge shocking thing where we haven't had voting the difference between 6th then pushing a week back ot foraward and if we start Tuesday and end fridy and she sees the logic of pushing it back than pulling it forward and making people get that studdf earlier than later.
-Oved doesn’t agree with that logic
-Joanino says the real questions abou the compromises and what exactly are the issues youre voting and hes hearing Oved’s point whats the reasoning from not extending in Friday and not on Monday and asks what the reasoning it is for Monday. Joanino states its concerning that not that any of us have invalid points a lot of us are politcially affiliated students and like we are and putting our hands into this process and that makes him feel uncomfortable so we can get a calendar so what are the things we can do. Would midnight to midnight fill 72 hours be accessible
-Gabby stated that it would 9pm to midnight?
No comments
-Hall states theres somewhere we all want to be and doing it. Hall states were at a stalemate and so it seems and if we don't vote on this and we already approved so its been overruled and we have no limbo where elections aren't supposed to start at all and technically we're not goint in.
-Lazarovici states that nothing will happen
-Joanino asks what changes would you like to see to get passed
-Oved wants to have voting on Monday at 9am for the original
-Hall states there have been a lot of things for agenda and the difference in time and meet the candidates and what do you know? Progress. Things change, and it doesn’t make sense that its always been this way and yes some traiditons we should stick
but this is something that the current state we're in and next year talk to the eboard and state we really should have this on modany instead of Tuesday.
- Trumble states that we cant use the original calendar because there was no original calendar.
- Jasso asks why is council throwing in these revisions when you all are the ones in control and the fact that you stated is Tuesday to me it does feel like strong arm and its more about the appointment process if so why do you have appointments as actors so what are you also talking about in regards to the appointment process.
With that earlier statement that election board then theres no conclusive evidence on block voting and what are you saying about the appointment process and the idea theyre supposed to be neutral
- Padilla states he still wants voting to start Tuesday and end on Froday
- Hall asks if this is a filibuster
- Singh states point of clarification the original election board calendar was rendered null and void
- Gabbyit was that we have to change 72 hours to include.
- Padilla wants to state that it was approve unanimously
- Singh states that’s what judicial board is for
- Dr. Nelson says he started with the issue of religious holiday so to move it up with election results coming prior to 5 oclock so if you look at it from the back end, then his question is what can be done on the front end. People will be voting 72 hours so hes just wondering if you moved the start time way forward, not that youre going to have a whole lot of people voting at 2 am is that something that can mitigate the problem
- Padilla stated the problem here is that we brought you a calendar and religious and hes asking why are they comprising. There is no compromise on the part of USAC
- Singh is just offering information “it is hereby added that the hours of voting will be rendered 9-12 because its found that its null and void” so therers currently no election board calendar.
- Joanino states to expand that the calendar they brought forward was null and void and now provided oen complied and its trying to shut it down and now in compliance and tried their best to be accommodating to those religious processes what can we do from preventhing this from happening.
- Rogers states that candidates aren’t ready for it on Monday and you want to reach out candidates and saying that Monday has a lot of groups that meet on Monday such as greek and orl and what we’re saying that okay Monday candidates that candidates can still go and inform students and prepare to start and theres aw whole leafleting thing and 5pm Friday because doing exactly so candidates would be informed and going out and educating then starting voting wouldn’t really change what they had to do.
- Jasso states that don’t most of the meetings happen later after 5 pm, essentially? So that’s after business is your point in itself moot
- Rogers states that we just need 72 hours if we keep it Thursday then it would start at 5pm.
- Hall states that therers all these organizations that meet on Mondays and block voting despite the fact that despite ebaord hasn’t taken a stance and saw
screenshots of people from block voting and that sort of things is completely unacceptable. There has been an extreme mixup with ORL and we’re not supposed to be on the hill so why not we eliminate that confusion that there’s orl voting or block voting and make sure we start on Tuesday especially given the fact that we put Monday, tuesdays the start time, and candidates aren’t prepared and people budgeted to buy flowers at certain time and get it a day behind what if people don’t have the funds or have the materials by Monday and be reasonable as a council and not try to satisfy own political motives.
-Ramalho states that student groups meet everyday and you’ve heard about block voting and hes heard about it days of the week and it’s a fair situation because student groups still meet on Friday and he doesn’t think that logic is logical.
-Trumble states that to make sure you had midterms on Friday but what if those had midterms on Monday so they can have timely manners because there’s no voting of leafleting.
-Oved states the same thing moved on Friday because it wasn’t confirmed
-Kim states rule out midterms people have midterms everyday. They are going to be working their ass off sun up and sundown and midterms have nothing to do. We cant ever prepare for lections, things are thrown at you everyday and you cant foresee it and she doesn’t think that midterms are consider that as changing the election calendar.
-Lazarovici states that whose tradition was on a ballot box before the internet was invented, shes asking for someone to explain what block voting is, how its done and what the problem is
-Joanino states this concern of block voting isn’t something they factored in and that’s the core of the argument preventing it from moving
-Hall states block voting is essentially when people go to an organization and say everyone log in and vote and people are coerced or highly encouraged to vote for a certain candidate, slate, or manner and it happens quite frequently every year people want to go to people they’re most closed to and hurts education and on a mondy in particular and okay my friend told me to vote and 3 days later after getting educated than dang I didn’t want to vote for that person so allowing people to think about it instead of pushing it forward makes more sense.
-Joanino asks if he would want to make any changes
-Padilla states he wants it to be Tuesday at 9am to Friday at 12pm and eboard is here when endorsements are hear
-Gabby states on objectivity, she doesn’t care who wins. All the candidates are working hard and people connect with the most will in and that’s why we have a democratic so people can hear the voices. So yes she is objective and she elices in democracy and she thinks its going to work out. We said Tuesday-Thursday and we changed it to comply with jboard and then we changed it to comply with holidays. We appreciate you giving up the concerns but other than that we gave you a calendar that conforms to all concerns that are brought up and she odesnt get why people are questioning it. She gets that you get to approve hours but w changed a lot of things and hits is what youre giving you and appointed us to be objective as possible. She gets it and this is the stance she took and to have USAC try to make her change it makes her uncomfortable
-Naameh states that the thing of your objectivity has been brought up and regardless if we think you're impartial or not and she doesn't think anyone on this council is impartial and turn the mirror around, do we have a right and blatant conflict of interest and not crafting our own hours for what elections look like. 
-Jasso asks about the voter guides and they provide, does that put you on. Is USAC putting you in a position by not putting you on hours? 
- Padilla states that this calendar is valid and we compromised it and there are political divisions. He doesn’t understand why we can’t move forward. The only thing stopping this calendar is USAC. 
-Trumble states this calendar is in compliance with everything and its adjusted to that and we did it to make sure what we have in front of us is completely agree and the only issue is that we don’t like it and personal preference needs to go away. 
-Zimmerman states you nullify the vote or bring it back, but since there’s no changes being made you can bring it back as a second vote. It would be a majority of 2/3 to nullify the vote. 
-Singh states you need 7 people but he’s abstaining 
-Hall wants to nullify the previous vote. Trumble seconds. 
-4-5-2 there is no decision on elections calendar. 
-Jasso states she urges the council to stay away making a decision that you’re not comfortable with either and that’s also something comfortable with either and push each other if you’re nonetheless and an additional abstention and eep in mind as council and you all shouldn’t put yourself through a process. 

-Dr. Nelson states this issue about Monday surfaced several years ago and when board gave the schedule one of the reasons they flipped it back so for security reasons or for whatever but everyone you see the calendar and nobody said anything he can recall about Monday and that responsibility was on council to peruse what was given and people were not looking at Monday they were looking at other things and it was accepted and went back. He doesn’t know the slates and council being wishy washy and doesn’t know how those gonna be revert back. If this stalemate exists how is council going to be perceived and nothing you want more than a reliable council for next year. He’s concerned by weakening positions by holding things up and trying to make compromise to accommodate religious meeting and can you move the times back and how council will be perceived. 
-Joanino states they want Monday to be for education to talk to candidates and learn about the platforms and ideas especially because endorsement and debates aren’t enough and leafleting other than just talking even if board is already compromise even though we didn’t. 
- Padilla stated that’s his issue from the start and make it more sustainable and see all the fliers. We are not trying to promote all these fliers and not taking away any students and sign boards and online campaigning and you can go up and talk to people and be reactive or take a selfie with someone. Be creative but leafleting makes them get more creative. 
-Zimmerman thanks Joanino for the idea, her question is for the council members that voted the calendar would the compromise at yes voting starts on Tuesday and leaflet and heres all my education, would that be a compromise not lose the
funding and not reeducate and one of the biggest reasons because everyone knows it starts at Tuesday 9am and its always great to add time and it more difficult to start earlier and that’s the compromise to leaflet and advertise the candidates. Could that be a compromise that would get people because we do have to vote and pass a calendar.
- Padilla states that there are already candidates who bought their stuff
- Zimmerman states they should get more creative
- Hadjimanoukian states he would approve the calendar so long as leafleting was allowed on Monday.
- Joanino asks if theyre willing to make that concession so they can pass a calendar.
- Hall moves to recess for 5 minutes. Trumble rejects.
- Hall moves to table the conversation until eboard comes back in.

- Padilla states that the compromise is that they will allow leafleting from 12pm to 5pm so you still have the extra 3 hours allotted and came in with making this more green and that’s something that means a lot and hes disappointed that its not held to the same merit and sustainability is the future.
- Hall moves to approve the calendar where leafleting is from 12pm to 5pm on Monday and voting starts on Tuesday at 9am and changing it for Friday to have leafleting from 9am-12pm and then voting end.
- Hall seconds. Trumble seconds.

X. Officer and Member Reports

President, Joanino
- Joanino states UCLA2050 was very successful and 150 attendees. He created a roverts rule and there are going to talk about council. Hes collecting students for diversity workgroup and hoping to have a vote for the next form of the diversity requirement. Theres a subgroup on disaggregating campus climate data and had over 30 applications for leadership and service award.

Internal Vice President, Oved
- Oved stated that ally week has a huge success and have that education for them and additionally have a follow up meeting with lgbt resource center and orl. AAC is going to coprogram with IVP and launch an educational campaign about safety awareness and all the different facets. They are waiting for their last allocation fro Student Risk so that’s going to come soon and move forward for terms and service with a circle of 6 and start meeting with ASUCLA.

External Vice President, Hall
- Hall states that last Thursday there was regent Bonnie and had an awesome conversation about the direction the UC is going for the future. Theres going to be a focus group that’s going to be formed where a few other recents are coming to campus and meeting with students who receive financial aid, undocumented students, and what the UC regents in the future can do to ensure tuition affordability. In the next few weeks her office is meeting with Senator Lou who pulled out SCA 5 and assemble a focus group with students who identity as API and
incorporate that community and encompass all the concerns of the different communities.

**Academic Affairs Commissioner, Ramalho**

-Ramalho thanks everyone for going to academic inequity awareness week. There was a great turnout at townhall and academic with Ayesha and Janay had really good conversations to get that ball going. They reached their 1 pager and diversity requirement video to get that started so the faculty committee voice will be happening in May. All of our events for AAC are the last ones this week. We have our stress free day with coprograming from 12-2 and you donate your iclicker and reusable mugs and the dogs are coming back. He invites everyone to appetizers. They will have separate workshop and instead of having transfer workshop separately and have a college academic counseling mentor and have a talk with AAC and provide that service and pass out and promote it.

**Administrative Reports**

-Lazarovici states that Nelson is right that everyone got a chance to look at the calendar when yall originally voted on it and it is and was incumbent but in the outsideworld and the corporate world, if I were to give a presentation or proposal that had a major change from past practice and not draw the stakeholders’ attention to it id probably get fired. She thinks that the way we live on paper is different than the way we live in real life and if you are in service of group or stakeholders part of serving them well is to draw their attention to things that might be controversial. That’s a lesson we are learning the hard way that its better to just draw attention to the things that might cause conversation. She does think that referring to things as the traditional way is not useful because things change every year. We did not have internet voting and put a piece of paper and online voting is something that is completely new and foreign and the rest of California does not vote online.

-Lazarovici stated that she had to work over Passover and there were people that did not go because it was over a holiday but in our society where Jewish people that are a small minority, there are many things that observant and that is the lives people lead. In some cases it’s a choice so there’s a lot of different levels of observance on how they live their spiritual lives and commitments. Lazarovici states pull the lever and vote on that party in that every office is essentially block voting. This is a tried and true part of American political history to vote and in no way its not something student government invented.

-Lazarovici is concerned about this kind of logger heads about eboard versus usac and whose going to get their way and doesn’t see those two bodies as enemies and think about what your interests. The most overriding interest is sending some sort of election calendar.

-Zimmerman states it will have a pdf and control find what you’re looking for and its completely green!

-Dr. Nelson states that Professor Robert Simmons called him over the weekend and said two members of Freedom Ridrs had passed and didn’t get recognition. He contacted Joanino and he has been grateful and hardworking and see the university
chip in and give money. You were not born when freedom riders took place but he wouldn’t have time. These people made some real sacrifices and didn’t know they would come back alive hopefully there’ll be greater recognition.

6-4-1 the calendar passes.

-Ramalho moves to approve contingency. Trumble seconds.
27 applications $29,907.20 left in contingency before the allocation. $8,756 recommended.
-Trumbl moves to approve. Ramalho seconds.
10-0-0 contingency programming is approved.

B. EVP Travel and Advocacy
-$108 night of ucltura, $207Samahang and $100 to IDEAS. It’s between $500-$1000.

X. New Business
A. Polling Stations on Ackerman and the Hill
-Zimmerman wants to make a quick comment, she coordinated it with computer ops and will also contact them tomorrow to include the Friday.
-Ramalho moves to approve polling stations. Hall seconds.
10-0-0 that is approved

XI. Announcements
-Roger states donate it to the iclicker loan library and states iclicker 2.
-Oved thanks for livestreaming
-Trumble states fill out the jazz reggae otherwise she’ll put them in general pool. They’ll be back next week and they’ll have their future.
-Lee states that homeboy industry tours on week 8 from mondaty, tuesday, Friday from 11-3. Hes really excited to announce that CSC will start to instituinoalize FACE and IMPACT conference met a nonprofit that seeks to highlight issues the use of stories. Through the use of writers they still stories firsthand of dealing and theyre bringing FACING access and looking for people with stories and first person and people who face racial stereotype
-Jasso states summer contingency open May 11 and she wants everyone to turn in their requisitions.
-Zimmerman states you have to sign al the reqs until the end of the year
-Kim states Jimmy Cachow is a really big youtube personality on. Next Thursday they have a concert in Ackerman Grand Ballroom

XII. Signing of the Attendance Sheet
The attendance sheet was passed around.

XI. Adjournment
Ramalho moves to adjourn. Oved seconds.
Meeting adjourned at 8:53 pm.
XII. Good and Welfare